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WORLD CLASS BARBECUE BEGINS WITH THE PROPER TOOLS. GLOBAL 

GRILLING AUTHORITY STEVEN RAICHLEN BRINGS HIS EXPERTISE TO YOUR 

GRILL WITH HIS SIGNATURE LINE OF GRILL TOOLS AND ACCESSORIES. 



D

World-renowned grilling 
authority Steven Raichlen 
may be the biggest 
household name in 
barbecue with 31 books, 
cooking shows in multiple 
countries, and 5 James 
Beard awards. We’ve 
worked with Steven 
Raichlen since 2004, 
pairing his knowledge 
and experience with the 
finest tools of the trade. 
The result is a hand 
picked line of signature 
accessories tailored 
to his unique style and 
techniques that give 
every griller the chance 
to put award-winning 
dishes on the table.
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STEVEN RAICHLEN | SIGNATURE SERIES  P R O D U C T  D E TA I L S

Marinade Spray Bottle - RM
Spray wine, soy sauce, fruit juice, or other flavorings on foods as they 
grill to keep foods moist. Stainless steel outer sleeve over a washable 
plastic liner. Reservoir window shows when it’s time for a refill. 
Capacity 12 ounces.

SR8819 - case / 6
Packaging - hang tag

Sauce Mop with Wood Handle and Replaceable Cotton Head 
(2PC Set) - RM
A sauce mop is great for applying your favorite basting mixtures, 
flavored butters, glazes, and barbecue sauces. The all-cotton brush 
head detaches for easy soaking and cleaning. Mop heads are top rack 
dishwasher safe. Sauce Mop measures 18 in.

SR8187 - case / 6
Packaging - hang tag

Ultimate Rib Rack (Stainless Steel) - RM
Oversized metal arcs fit everything from small baby backs to jumbo beef 
ribs, providing support for the full length of each rack. Grilling the ribs 
vertically saves space, so you can cook four full racks on even a small 
kettle grill, and it also helps drain off the fat. Non-stick and sturdy enough 
to keep even the largest racks from tipping over. 

SR8017 - case / 4
14 in. x 7 in. x 11 in.
Patent #D542,092
Packaging - sleeve
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Cast Iron Tuscan Grill (13.9 IN. x 13.9 IN) - RM
This dual purpose Tuscan Grill has 196 square inches 
of cooking surface. Easy to set up for grilling in a fire-
pit or fireplace, or remove the legs (stores flat), and lay 
it on a conventional chrome-plated or enamel grate. 
Either way, the heavy, heat-conducting cast iron gives 
you killer grill marks.

SR8024 - case / 4
14 in. x 14 in.
Removable legs
Packaging - sleeve 
 

Cast Iron Grilling Plancha - RM
Our plancha gives foods a crusty, smoky sear while 
keeping it succulent on the inside. Excellent for 
delicate fish, shrimp, vegetables–in short, anything 
that tends to break apart or dry out on the grill.

SR8121 - case / 3
14 in. x 11.8 in.
Packaging - box 
 

Stainless Steel Corn Basket (Folding Handle) - RM
Our patented stainless steel corn basket features height 
adjustments to fit any corn thickness and open sides to fit 
corn of any length. Great on a conventional grill and for 
grilling over a campfire. 

SR8166 - case / 6
Hold 4 ears of corn
Patent # D506,362 & D521,821
Packaging - sleeve 
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"A master griller uses the 
right tools for the job."

-Steven Raichlen 

LED BULBS
ATTACHMENT

STEVEN RAICHLEN | SIGNATURE SERIES  P R O D U C T  D E TA I L S

Lumatong® (Large Tongs w Flashlight)- RM 
Best of Barbecue™ 20 inch Ultimate Tongs—with two LED bulbs attached to the 
handle. Two bright beams light up the food on the grill exactly where you point the 
tongs. The plastic light case is detachable for easy cleaning. Patent # 7,008,077.

SR8003 - case / 6
Packaging - Sleeve

Soft Grip Meat Claws (Pair) - RM
The iconic Carolina-style pulled pork just got easier! 
Our meat claws feature slender stainless steel prongs 
for pulling with insulated rubber handles for a cool, 
firm grip. Use the claws to shred a smoked pork butt 
into pulled pork in a matter of minutes.  

SR8168 - case / 6
Packaging - pegging card

Poultry & Meat Shears - RM
A sturdy pair of shears is an indispensable tool for the 
savvy griller. Use these heavy-duty, drop-forged meat 
shears anytime a powerful cutting tool is required and 
a knife just won’t cut it.

SR8035 - case / 6
Packaging - pegging box
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Insulated Food Gloves (Pair) - RM
Use insulated food gloves for shredding piping hot pork shoulders, taking 
beer can chickens off the can, and removing hot foods from the grill. Our 
gloves are light and flexible for dexterity and well insulated to shield hands 
from the heat. Heat-safe to 248° F (120° C ). For food handling only.

SR8037 - case / 6 
Packaging - Pegging box

Stainless Steel Beer Can Chicken Roaster (4PC Set) - RM
Steven Raichlen wrote the book on beer can chicken—literally. This ingenious 
device makes the process easier and virtually fail-proof. Square construction 
gives you greater stability. Bird won’t tip and beer won’t spill. All stainless 
steel, so it won’t react with food or rust. Metal holder adapts to both beer 
cans and our unique stainless steel canister, which you can fill with wine, 
fruit juice, or other flavorful liquid. Metal drip pan collects meat juices for 
sauces and prevents dripping fat from erupting into flare-ups. 

SR8016 - case / 4 
Packaging - box

Extra Long Leather Grilling Gloves (Leather & Suede) - RM
Pull on these 18 inch leather grill gloves whenever handling a chimney 
starter full of hot coals, lifting a sizzling grill grate, or even reaching across 
a hot grill. Soft and pliable for an easy grasp, but long and thick enough to 
protect your whole arm and hand from the heat.

SR8160 - case / 6 
Packaging - Pegging sleeve
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STEVEN RAICHLEN | SIGNATURE SERIES  P R O D U C T  D E TA I L S

Stainless Steel Seafood Rack - RM
Set up your grill for direct grilling and build a brisk 
fire. Arrange shellfish on the rack and place the rack 
on the grate. The unique configuration of circles and 
spaces accommodates any size shellfish. Grill until 
the shells pop open, 2 to 4 minutes for mussels, 4 to 
6 minutes for clams, and 6 to 8 minutes for oysters. 
NOTE: some grill masters like to shuck the oysters 
before grilling. When working with oysters, beware of 
flying pieces of shell.

SR8071 - case / 6
10.79 in. x 5.63 in.
Packaging - sleeve 
 

Stainless Steel Kabob & Rack Set 
(8PC Set, 6 Skewers) - RM
Our Best of Barbecue™ Kebab Rack raises the skewer–
and–kabob–above the grate, enabling you to enjoy 
the experience of grate-less grilling on a conventional 
grill. The notches in the rack hold the skewers steady 
without slipping or spinning. Rack and skewers are 
stainless steel.

SR8816 - case / 4
Includes 2-piece rack and six skewers
22.25 in. x 0.4 in. wide skewers 
Packaging - box

Stainless Steel Flat Skewers (17", Set 6) - RM
These flat, extra wide skewers look cool and work 
even better. Ground lamb, chunks of beef, pork, fish, 
even juicy vegetables like tomatoes and mushrooms 
won't slip or spin, as they do with conventional 
skewers. Stainless steel.

SR8025 - case / 6
22.25 in.  
Packaging - box
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Stainless Steel Smoking Pucks - RM
Traditional wood chip or pellet smokers create 
a smoky environment within your grill that adds 
delicious flavor to your meal. These small-but-mighty 
smoke pucks pack even more punch! Directed vents 
force the smoke out exactly where you want it: onto 
your food. This set of two pucks also allows you to 
surround your meat with flavor, and their small size 
lets them get in close! These pucks can use either 
wood pellets or traditional wood chips, and even 
better, you can skip soaking the chips ahead of time 
and pour them right into your smoke puck! Wood 
chips sold separately.

SR8180 - case / 6
Packaging - Pegging box

Add wood smoke where you want it – on your food! These small smoke 
pucks let you get in close and target the food you want to flavor.

"Where there's smoke, there's flavor!"

-Steven Raichlen 
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STEVEN RAICHLEN | SIGNATURE SERIES  P R O D U C T  D E TA I L S

Ultimate Extra Large Chimney Starter - RM
The Ultimate Square Chimney Starter with a wood 
handle is the largest chimney starter on the market. 
The square corners give you extra control when 
distributing the hot embers.

SR8041 - case / 4
Packaging - sleeve 
 

29" Extra Large Safe Scrub™ Grill Brush (Palmyra Bristles) - RM
Removable 8 inch wide head has both natural Palmyra and Safe-Scrub bristles. Safe-Scrub nylon bristles 
are the most durable bristles we’ve ever created, and Palmyra bristles offer a natural, long-lasting way 
to clean. At an overall length of nearly 30 inches, the Ultimate Grill Brush gives you great leverage and 
keeps you safely away from the fire.

SR8137 - case / 4
Packaging - hang tag

Galvanized Ash Can with Lid - RM
The large-sized galvanized charcoal and ash can with 
fitted lid is great for storing charcoal or ashes. Holds 
up to 15 pounds of charcoal briquettes. (The tight 
fitted lid keeps them dry.) Keeps hot ashes safe until 
they cool off. Use with the cast aluminum scoop to 
keep your hands clean. 

SR8012 - case / 4
Packaging - hang tag
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America’s grilling guru offers a primer for how to grill 
vegetables – with lots of creative flavors and techniques – 

whether you’re eating main dishes that highlight vegetables, 
or you’re rounding out the barbecue menu with grilled 

garden-fresh sides. Not a vegetarian book, but vegetable-
forward (and with vegetarian and vegan adaptations).

HOW TO GRILL VEGETABLES
THE NEW BIBLE FOR BARBECUING VEGETABLES OVER LIVE FIRE

INTRODUCING STEVEN RAICHLEN'S NEW BOOK
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For more information
please contact us!

sales@unionsquaregroup.us 

www.unionsquaregroup.us


